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RES NOVA, the CSL Yearbook is in its second year and while two issues do not a 
tradition make, we think it is safe to say that the Yearbook has successfully 
established itself in the Cardozo community. 
This year's book is in many ways an improvement over our first issue. In an effort 
to make it more representative of the Cardozo experience and of the entire 
student body, we've filled this issue with more pages, photos, content and quality. 
We would like to acknowledge the cooperation of Yeshiva University and the 
administration of the Cardozo School of Law. We also wish to express our graditude 
to the many students who while not officially members of the Yearbook staff, took 
time out from their studies to make contributions to the 1984 book. 
Once again we owe a tremendous debt of thanks to the parents and friends of 
this year's graduates who contributed to our cause. Their generosity helped make 
the 1984 Yearbook a reality. 
Finally, we wish to give special thanks to Student Bar Association who not only 
gave us a great deal of support but also helped us in many other ways. 
LINDA RUBANO Jostens Rep. MIKE CANNON 
Editor-In-Chief ANDREW MEYERS 
Photography BILL KOEPPEL-


CHIC[ Of' THE PRESIDENT 
Dear Graduates: 
YESHIVA UNIVERSITY 
500 WEST 1 85TH STREET 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 1 0033 
MESSAGE TO THE CARDOZO GRADUATES 
After three years of deep immersion in the law at the Benjamin N. 
Cardozo School of Law, Yeshiva University is ready to award you 
your degrees and send you out into "the real world." 
How "real" that world is, compared with the intellectual 
enterprise and theoretical exercises of your years at Law School, 
I do not know. What constitutes reality is a philosophical 
problem, but I believe that your career in the practical aspects 
of life can only benefit from your studies at Cardozo -- not only 
because we provided you with the underpinnings of your legal 
careers, but because the study of law is in itself a cultural 
achievement of high intrinsic value. 
As you leave our institution, I offer you my best wishes 
brilliant and satisfying careers, and for rich personal lives 
which will have been enhanced immeasurably by your studies 
Cardozo. 
Cordially yours, 



10 
OFFICE OF THE DEAN 
BENJAMIN N. CARDOZO SCHOOL OF LAW 
YESHIVA UNIVERSITY 
55 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10003 
PHONE (212) 790-0310 
Yearbooks are looked at immediately upon receipt, when faces 
and experiences are fresh, and then, usually, many years later 
when time has mellowed and purified the year in question. Now 
there is the throng of immediate recollections, the pressures, 
the satisfactions, the frustrations and the achievements. My 
hope is that in addition to these impressions, in the distant 
period, you will look back at an institution that all of you 
helped to develop, to which you contributed your time and from 
which you gained great benefit. 
We are building a great law school, but its greatness will 
be an accumulation of our individual contributions. 1983 was a 
year in which the legal profession continued its massive 
convulsions, with changes in the federal regulatory impact, the 
size and nature of law firms and the role of lawyers in helping 
to mediate and resolve disputes. I hope Cardozo is understanding 
these changes and adjusting to them. 
My congratulations to the 
Dean 
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36 
NINA ABER 
B.S. Cornell University 
New York, New York 
AMY ALKOFF 
B.A. Brandeis University 
Pleasantville, New York 
Moot Court Board Paulsen Editor 
DONNA B. BASHE 
H 
C 
E 
B.A. State University of New York-Albany 
Merrick, New York 
Moot Court Board 
MICHAEL ADGES J 
B.A. State University of New York-Stony 
Brook 
Brooklyn, New York 
Yearbook, Environ and Urban Law Society 
JACQUELINE AUERBACH A 
B.A. Northwestern Univ., M.S. Pratt Insti-
tute 
MARK BASS 
B.A. State University of New York-Buffalo 
Brooklyn, New York 
Fear and Loathing Society 
AFUA AFRIYE-OPETUBO F 
B.S. Lehigh Univ., M.S.W. Rutgers Univ. 
Harlem, New York 
National Lawyers Guild, BALLSA, LSCRRC 
PAULA L. BARRETT D 
B.S. Brooklyn Col., M.S. Yeshiva Univ., 
M.A. HUC-JIR 
New York, New York 
Student Bar Association 
JOHN H. BAUMAN D 
B.B.A., A.P.P.C. University of Cincinnati 
New York, New York 
Law Review, Criminal Law Clinic 
JODY H. BAUMEL 
B.A. Queens College 
Jamaica, New York 
B 
Mt Ct Bd, Plsn Cmpt, Bntn Cmpt, Pros 
Pract 
Lawyerette 
MIRIAM BAVATI 
B.A. Douglass College 
levittown, Pennsylvania 
> Ii' 
G STUART J. BECKERMAN 
B.A. University of Pennsylvania 
Freeport, New York 
Civil Liberties Research Committee 
NAOMI S. BELL 
B.A. Brooklyn College 
Brooklyn, New York 
AELJ Executive Editor 
FRANCINE BELLACH 
B.A. Brandeis University 
Woodmere, New York 
H 
F 
AELJ Notes and Comments Ed, AELS, Blkn 
Sclr 
37 
38 
DEAN BELMONT 
B.A. George Washington University 
Hewlett, New York 
HOWARD M. BERKOWER 
B.S. Brooklyn College 
Brooklyn, New York 
Law Review Executive Editor 
AUDREY M. BLUME 
A SCOTT PAUL BENJAMIN 
B.A. State University of New York-Albany 
New York, New York 
Paulson Competition, Musical 
MICHAEL B. BERMAN F 
B.A. Iowa Wesleyan, M.A.T. Trenton St, 
M.A. Rutgers 
Lakewood, New Jersey 
SBA, Belkin Scholar, Labor Moot Court 
JEFFREY BOTWINICK 
B.A. Queens College 
Queens, New York 
C 
Student Bar Association Pres, Mt Ct 
Cmpt 
DONALD S. BERK 
B.A. Harvard College 
Great Neck, New York 
A 
Mt Ct Bd Ed-in-Chf, Crm Cine, Aff Act, 
Lwyr Gld 
STEVEN LEE BERMAN 
B.S. Rutgers University 
North Brunswick, New Jersey 
G 
Patent Law Competition, Research Assis-
tant 
JANET ANN BRENNAN 
B.A., M.S. St. Johns University 
Staten Island, New York 
SUSAN BURKHOFF 
B.A. George Washington University 
JUDITH S. CHARNY A 
B.A. University of Pennsylvania 
MILTON CAHN 
B.A. Yeshiva University 
New York, New York 
Law Review Associate Editor 
GEORGE N. COHEN 
B.A. University of Pennsylvania 
South Orange, New Jersey 
Moot Court. Fear and Loathing Society 
J 
F 
KENNETH L. BRESSLER B 
B.A. Dickinson College 
Maplewood, New Jersey 
AELJ Editor-in-Chief 
NICHOLAS CARUSO 
B.A. New York University 
Bloomfield, New Jersey 
HARLAN LEIGH COHEN 
B.A. Dickinson College 
Wayne, New Jersey 
A 
E 
Moot Court Board, International Law So-
ciety 
39 
40 
FAITH L. CONNOR 
B.A. State University of New York-Buffalo 
Woodbury, New York 
URSULA B. DAY 
B.A. Hunter Collese 
New York, New York 
C 
JONA THAN ANDREW DILLER D 
B.A. Columbia University 
New York, New York 
Prosecutor Practicum 
DAVID A. COUSINS 
B.A. Brandeis University 
New York, New York 
MANLIO C. DiPRET A 
B.A. Hunter Collese 
Queens, New York 
LORI B. DREIER 
B.A. New York University 
Forest Hills, New York 
D 
E 
VINCENT P. CRONIN 
B.A. Manhattan Collese 
New York, New York 
Civil Liberties Research Committee 
JEFFREY A. DIAMOND 
A.B. Brown University 
New York, New York 
Student Bar Association 
HELEN DROOK 
B.A. Yeshiva University 
New York, New York 
E 
H 
G 
LARRY EARLY 
New York State Certified Teacher 
New York. New York 
CINDY B. EISENBERG 
A.B. Smith College 
New Rochelle, New York 
J 
F 
WALB Exe/ Bus Ed, Affrm Act, Law Wom-
en, Lwyr Gld 
WALTER EDELSTEIN 
B.S. University of Buffalo 
Oceanside, New York 
ROBERT SCOTT ELLIS 
B.A. Rutgers University 
West Orange, New Jersey 
Arts and Entertainment law Society, 
WALB 
SHERRI EHRLICH 
B.A. Barnard College 
PA TRICIA EINBENDER F 
A.A.S. Fashion Institute, B.A. New York 
Univ 
Moot Court Board, Cardozo Lawyers 
Guild 
STEVEN ZACHARY ETTINGER 
B.S. Yeshiva University 
Dalton, Georgia 
41 
42 
JEFFREY FELD 
B.A. Univer$ity of California-Los Anseles 
Lo$ Anseles, California 
Southern District Litisation Prosram 
MICHELLE FREUDENBERGER 
B.A. Queens Collese 
forest Hills, New York 
Law Review 
RENEE E. FROST 
B.S. Albany State University 
New York, New York 
Law Review Manasins Editor 
J 
F 
SHIRLEY FISHBEIN-HASS J 
B.A. NYU, M.A. Univ Chicaso, D.E.U.G. 
Univ Pari$ 
Pawtucket, Rhode Island 
AELJ Notes and Comments Editor 
NEAL FRISHBERG 
B.A. Vassar Collese 
East Meadow, New York 
Musical 
DANIEL C. FURMAN 
Zasieb, Yuso$lavia 
C 
STEVEN FOX 
B.A. University of Rochester 
Scotch Plain$, New Jersey 
Fear and Loathins Society 
PA TRICIA FROME 
B.A. Skidmore Collese 
New York, New York 
DIANA K. GAFFIELD 
C 
J 
C 
A.A. Hartford Coll for Women, B.A. Bar-
nard Collese, M.A. Columbia University 
West Hartford, Connecticut 
ANDREA GAINES 
B.A. Brown University 
Hampton, Connecticut 
Student Bar Association, Lawyerette 
RICHARD GILBERT 
A 
C 
B.A. State University of New York-Albany 
Oceanside, New York 
RENA SEPTEE GOLDSTEIN A 
B.A. Barnard College 
Brooklyn, New York 
LOIS GARTLIR 
B.A. Cornell University 
Great Neck, New York 
JANET L. GOLDMAN 
B.A. Brandeis University 
Paramus, New Jersey 
A 
G 
ROBIN C. GELBURD C 
B.A. State University of New York-Bing-
hamton 
New York, New York 
Law Review 
SHELDON MYLES GOLDMAN D 
B.A. Yeshiva University 
Brooklyn, New York 
Moot Court Board, AELJ 
43 
44 
ANNE GONTOWNII< 
B.A. Brooklyn College 
Queens, New York 
D 
LYDIA H. GORDAN H 
B.A. Barnard College, M.A. New York 
Univ. 
Great Neck, New York 
Law Review 
SAMUEL S. HALBERG E 
B.A. Adelphi Univ, M.A. Beth Medrosh 
Govoha 
Monsey, New York 
LYNN C. GOODMAN-
B.A. Barnard College 
Baltimore. Maryland 
H 
Law Review, WALB, Alexander Fellows 
Clerk 
MARCY G. GORDON 
B.A. Emory University 
New York, New York 
SUSAN HALPERN 
J 
J 
B.A. Smith Coll, M.A. New School for Soc. 
Res. 
New York, New York 
RAMONA LEE GOODMAN 
B.A. Barnard College 
Norfolk, Virginia 
Student Bar Association Vice Pres, WALB 
ROBERT J. GREENBERG B 
B.A. Yeshiva University 
Staten Island, New York 
Frm Prd Ed, Mt Ct Bd, Ptsn Cmpt, Benton 
Cmpt 
MAURICE W. HELLER 
B.A. University of Pennsylvania 
New York, New York 
Arts and Entertainment Law Journal 
A 
NANCY HELLER H 
B.A. Wellesley Colli M.F.A. Columbia Univ. 
New York, New York 
Law Review, Alexander Fellows Clerkship 
ALISON HOFFMAN 
B.A. Tufts University 
Manhasset Hills, New York 
DAVID HOFSTADTER 
A 
F 
B.A. California State University-North-
ridge 
Van Nuys. California 
Law Review 
THOMAS HENDRICKSON 
B.A. Montclair State College 
Bloomfield, New Jersey 
MARCIE R. HERMELIN 
B.A. New York University 
Birmingham, Michigan 
Law Review, Belkin Scholar 
B 
45 
46 
MYRLE HORVITZ 
B.A. University of Kentucky 
Louisville, Kentucky 
Forum, Musical, AELS 
D JAMES HORWITZ 
B.A. Colgate University 
West Orange, New Jersey 
J SHARON HYMAN 
B.A. New York University 
Riverdale, New York 
JOSEPH INDELICATO 
G 
A.A. Gueensborough Comm Colli B.A. 
Queens Coll 
Astoria, New York 
Yearbook Editor-in-Chief '831 SBA 
OSCAR JAEGER 
B.A. Columbia University 
Brooklyn, New York 
Forum Copy Editor 
J 
JOSHUA JEDWAB 
B.A. Columbia University 
Brooklyn, New York 
Forum, Musical Director 
SARENA KAMINER 
B.A. Brandeis University 
Kew Gardens, New York 
LOUIS P. KAROL 
B.B.A. George Washington University 
Fair lawn, New Jersey 
D 
H 
B 
ROBERT J. JENEY, JR. 
B.S. Rutgers University 
Clark, New Jersey 
LISA KAPLAN 
B.A. Boston University 
DAVID S. KATZ 
B.A. Boston University 
New York, New York 
Fear and loathins Society 
B 
J 
KAREN M. KALIKOW 
B.A. Brandeis University 
West Hempstead, New York 
law Review, Criminal law Clinic 
ROBIN HELENE KARASYK 
F 
A 
B.A. State University of New York-Bins-
hamton 
Valley Stream, New York 
RICHARD JONA THAN KATZ G 
B.S., M.B.A. Fordham University 
Queens, New York 
Fear an~ loathing Society 
47 
48 
SHARON D. KATZ 
B.A. Barnard College 
New York, New York 
MARIANE KERN 
B.A. Tulane University 
Moot Court Board 
ROBIN KLAR 
A 
.. 
H 
MATTHEW C. KESTON 
B.A. Brandeis University 
Massapequa, New York 
Forum Managing Editor 
SHARON D. KLEIN 
B.A. Brooklyn College 
Brooklyn, New York 
B 
H 
JEFFREY L. KINZLER 
Bachelor of Architecture, Pratt Institute 
Woodmere, New York 
Environmental and Urban law Society 
Pres. 
THOM KLEINER 
B.A. Wesleyan University 
New York, New York 
H 
Plsn Cmpt, Affirm Act Coali Nat'l law Gld 
JODY KLOTZ-LINSKY 
B.S. Boston University 
Hewlett Harbor, New York 
HENRY KOHN 
B.S. Brooklyn College 
Brooklyn, New York 
DAVID KRAVITZ 
B.A. Brooklyn College 
Brooklyn, New York 
C 
J 
F 
SHERI K. NOBLER 
B.A. Boston University 
Great Neck, New York 
Lawyerette 
GARY L. KOSDAN 
B 
E 
B.A. Boston Univ., M.S. Univ. of Michigan 
Paterson, New Jersey 
ELYSE KREMENS G 
B.S. State University of New York-Albany 
New York, New York 
W ALB Associate Editor 
WILLIAM W. KOEPPEL 
B.A. Adelphi University 
Atlantic Beach, New York 
Photographer for CSL Publications 
GARY M. KRASNA 
B.A. Queens College 
New York, New York 
DONNA LYNN KUHN 
B.A. Barnard College 
Huntington, New York 
G 
B 
49 
50 
IRWIN J. KUHN 
B.A. Vanderbilt University 
Nashville, Tennessee 
CAROL SUE LA VNER 
B.A. New York University 
Mt. Vernon, New York 
Arts and Entertainment Law Journal 
G 
LISA LEVINE B 
B.A. University of Michigan 
Southfield, Michigan 
· Moot Court Board, Crim Law Cine, 
Lawyerette 
LISA LANDER 
B.A. Fordham University 
Bronx, New York 
DAVID LAZAROS 
A.A., B.A. Yeshiva University 
Riverhead, New York 
J 
A 
LISA B. LANDSMAN 
B.A. Rider College 
Edison, New Jersey 
Moot Court Board 
STEVEN R. LEVI 
B.A. New York University 
New York, New York 
C 
G 
LONI R. LEVY 
S.S. Boston University 
Fort Lee, New Jersey 
SIPHOR•A LIFRAK 
B.A. New York University 
Brooklyn, New York 
ANN LURIA 
J 
J 
MARK R. LEWIS 
B.A. State University of New York 
Binghamton 
Forest Hills, New York 
Moot Court Board 
DEBORAH LOCITZER 
8.A. Boston University 
New Rochelle, New York 
Arts and Entertainment Law 
Journal Assoc. Ed. 
ARTHUR M. LUXENBERG 
B.A. Yeshiva University 
Woodmere, New York 
H 
G 
MARK LIEBERMAN 
B.S.M.E. Tufts University 
Scarsdale, New York 
Alexander Fellows Clerkship 
HADASSAH LOEB 
A.B .. M.A. Hunter College 
New York, New York 
DEBORAH ANN MAGEE 
B.A. Trenton State College 
Ewing, New Jersey 
A 
J 
51 
52 
BARBARA MANDEL 
B.A. Barnard College 
New York, New York 
TOBY ALAN MARTIN 
B.A. New York University 
Criminal Law Clinic 
A 
MARC SCOTT MASON J 
B.A. State University of New York-Bing-
hamton 
New York, New York 
Environmental and Urban law Society 
LAURENCE S. MARGOLIN 
B.A. University of Rochester 
Great Neck, New York 
Forum Photo Ed, WALB, Plsn Cmpt, Musi-
cal, Yrbk, Labor Team, Mt. Ct. Bd. 
,.._ .. 
/ 
/ ' 
MARTIN ERIC MARKS 
B.A. State University of New York-Stony 
Brook 
Brooklyn, New York 
Fear and Loathing Society 
STEPHEN P. MATH 
8.A. Rutgers University 
Teaneck, New Jersey 
A VIV A LYNN MILLER 
B.A. Michigan State University 
Wilmette, Illinois 
Musical 
WILMA KERNER MILLER 
B.S. Hofstra University 
Merrick, New York 
C 
C 
ELLEN MENDELSON G 
S.U.C. at Brockport 
East Northport, New York 
MT CT ADV BD, Qf Paulsen t Bailey 
T earn VP Environmental t Urban law So-
MARJORIE MILLER 
B.A. University of Pennsylvania 
Scarsdale, New York 
D 
AELJ, Mt Ct Bd Nat'I t Jes Tm, Crm law 
Cine, Musical 
ELLEN MISHKIN F 
B.A. Antioch College 
Crim law Cine, Blkn Sehl, Civ lib Res 
Comm 
ANDREW R. MEYERS 
A.A., B.S. Yeshiva University 
Springfield, Massachusetts 
Yearbook Editor-In-Chief '84 
SUSAN J. MILLER 
A 
E 
B.A. Wash. Univ., M.A. New School for 
Soc. Res. 
New York, New York 
Environ and Urban law Soc, Musical 
ISAAC M. MISHKOFF 
B.A. Yeshiva University 
Queens, New York 
E 
Moot Court Board Managing Editor, Bel-
kin Sch 
53 
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ROBIN J. MITCHELL 
B.F.A. University of Florida 
Greenville, South Carolina 
Cardozo Law Women, Belkin Scholar 
JOANNE J. MYERS 
B.A. University of Minnesota 
New York, New York 
ELLEN L. NELSON 
B.A. Boston State College 
Kinnelon, New Jersey 
H 
F 
A 
ROBERT MORICI 
B.S. St. Johns University 
Brooklyn, New York 
ROBERT STEVEN NA YBERG 
B.A. Queens College 
Flushing, New York 
MITCHELL C. PAHL 
B.A. Queens College 
Rosendale, New York 
Law Review Managing Editor 
A 
F 
KAREN S. MORRISON 
B.A. Tufts University 
Old Westbury, New York 
MARK NEARENBERG D 
B.A. State University of New York-Albany 
New Hyde Park, New York 
Arts and Entertainment Law Society -
Pres 
HAL 8. PERKINS 
B.S. American University 
Westbury, New York 
Law Review Executive Editor 
CHERYL PHILLIP 
B.A. Queens College 
Flushing, New York 
WALB Special Events Editor 
SUSAN POGODA 
B.A. Brooklyn College 
Brooklyn, New York 
D 
B 
SUSAN G. PISHIEL 
B.A. Vassar College 
Brooklyn, New York 
STEVEN S. POLINSKY 
S.S. Boston University 
Ridgefield, New Jersey 
H HERBERT G. PITKOWSKY 
B.A. Queens College 
Bronx, New York 
Forum, Environ and Urban Law Society 
ROBIN C. PRICE 
B.A. Cornell University 
Roslyn, New York 
E 
B 
AELJ Notes and Comm Ed, Musical, Crim 
Law Cine 
EILEEN A. RAKOWER 
B.A. State University of New York-Bing-
hamton 
Wantagh, New York 
WALB, Criminal Law Clinic 
55 
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CELIA RECHTSCHAFFEN REED 
B.A. Franconia College, M.A. City Coll of 
NY 
ALAN J. RICH H 
B.A., M.A. City University of New York 
Far Rockaway, New York 
Jes Cmpt & Ed, lnt'I Law Soc Pres 
ANDREA ROSCHELLE 
B.A. Hunter College 
New York, New York 
C 
Benton & Jessup Moot Court Competition 
HOWARD A. REIGHMAN B 
B.A. Loyola University, BHL Hebrew Theo 
Coll 
Chicago, Illinois 
JEFFREY ROSENBLUETH 
B.A. New York University 
Manhasset Hills, New York 
Arts and Entertainment Law Society 
B 
RALPH J. REISSMAN 
B.A. S.U.N.Y.-Buffalo, M.A. Yale Universi-
ty 
Roslyn, New York 
Law Review Notes and Commends Ed, 
Blkn Sehl 
LAUREL S. ROTKER 
B.A. Queens College 
Rego Park, New York 
Moot Court Board Editor 
H 
JUDY RUDERMAN 
B.A. Barnard College 
New York, New York 
LISA E. SARNOFF 
B.A. University of Rochester 
Plainview, New York 
A 
Mt Ct Bd Paulsen Edi Criminal Law Clinic 
CA THY SCHNEIDER G 
S.S. State University of New York-Bing-
hamton 
Howard Beach, New York 
A VIS L. SANDERS 
B.A. American University 
New York, New York 
JEFFREY SCOTT SAROKIN 
B.A. Ohio Wesleyan University 
Short Hills, New Jersey 
IRIS SCHNEIDER 
B.S. City University of New York 
Bronx, New York 
C 
C 
C 
MICHAEL S. SANDERS G 
B.A. University of California San Diego 
Springfield, New Jersey 
JUDITH H. SAUNDERS 
B.A. Case Western Reserve University 
New York, New York 
A 
KENNETH MARC SCHNEIDER A 
B.A. Columbia College 
Brooklyn, New York 
Law Review Editor-in-Chief 
57 
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MATTHEW R. SCHUTZ 
B.A. Rutgers University 
Flemington, New Jersey 
ANDREW J. SIEGEL 
B.A. St. Johns University 
Staten Island, New York 
Forum, Moot Court 
F 
KAREN SCHW ARTZ-SIDRANE 
B.S. Cornell University 
Cedarhurst, New Jersey 
JOEL A. SIEGEL 
B.A. University of Michigan 
Brooklyn, New York 
C 
AEU Mng Ed, AELS, Plsn Cmpt, Musical 
ROBERT J. SEMA YA E 
B.A. State University of New York-Albany 
New York, New York 
Mt Ct Bd, Ed Nat 'I Cmpt, Chrmn Comm 
Compt 
JOSEPH PETER SIEGER 
B.U.S. University of New Mexico 
Doylestown, Pennsylvania 
G 
Law Review Notes and Comments Editor 
DIANE SILBERMAN F 
B.A. Boston University 
Law Review Notes and Comments Editor 
PHILIP SILVERBERG 
B.A. Montclair College 
New Milford, New Jersey 
STUART R. SINGER 
B.A. Queens College 
New York, New York 
SHEILA E. SMALL 
B.A. Ohio Wesleyan University 
Great Neck, New York 
Affirmative Action Coalition, BALLSA 
E 
H 
RICHARD J. SILVERBERG 
B.A. University of Rochester 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Forum Editor-in-Chief 
ALICE J. SLATER 
B.A. Queens College 
New York, New York 
AELJ, Belkin Scholar 
NAOMI SMOOK 
B.A. Brandeis University 
New Rochelle, New York 
B 
F 
D 
CHARLES SILVERSTEIN 
Great Neck, New York 
Moot Court Board 
CHERYL ANNE SLAVIN 
J 
G 
B.A. State University of New York-Pur-
chase 
Brooklyn, New York 
Moot Court Board 
COURTNEY 
SOLOMON-KIRSHNER 
A.B. Harvard University 
New York, New York 
Arts and Entertainment Law Journal 
59 
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DAVID M. STEIN 
B.A. State University of New York-Pur-
chase 
Syosset, New York 
lnternat ional Law Society 
ADINA STRAUS RUBIN 
B.S. Brooklyn College 
Brooklyn. New York 
PHILIP D. STERN 
B.A. University of Pennsylvania 
Passaic, New Jersey 
Moot Court 
SANFORD STRENGER 
B.A., M.S. University of Rochester 
Quee ns, Ne w York 
Criminal Law Clinic 
B 
G 
MARTIN ANDREW SPIGNER 
B.A. New York University 
Rego Park, New York 
GLENN STONE 
B.A. Brooklyn College 
New York. New York 
JONA THAN D. STRUM C 
B.A. Hamilton Col., M.A. Tel Aviv Univer-
ity 
Neve Avivim, Israel 
Forum, SBA, Jessup Moot Court Ed, Musi-
cal 
RENAN SUGARMAN 
B.A. University of California-Los Angeles 
North Hollywood, California 
AELJ, Alexander Fellows Clerkship 
MARYLINN TAYLOR B 
B.A. State University of New York-Albany 
Spencer, Iowa 
PRESTON TOWBER 
B.A. New York University 
Forest Hills, New York 
B 
Law Review Associate Ed~ Business Man-
ager 
STEVEN R. SUNDHEIM 
B.A. New York University · 
Irvington, New York 
Law Review, Musical 
MARTIN TENENBAUM 
B.A. Queens College 
Brooklyn, New York 
Student Bar Association 
WENDY K. TRAUGOT 
F 
G 
A.S. Nassau Comm. Coll., B.S. St. Johns 
Univ. 
Syosset, New York 
W ALB Assoc Ed, Yearbook, F. Lee Bailey 
Cmpt 
DAVID SUTTON 
B.h.. Columbia University 
Brooklyn, New York 
LAWRENCE E. TOFEL 
B.A. University of Pennsylvania 
Riverdale, New York 
A 
Moot Court Board, Criminal Law Clinic 
GALE M. TRENT ALANGE 
B.A. College of Staten Island 
Staten Island, New York 
Environmental and Urban Law Society 
F 
E1 
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USA UNGER 
B.A. City College of New York 
New York. New York 
B 
Criminal Law Clinic, Nat Lawyers Guild 
EV AN H. WASSERMAN 
A.B. Vassar College 
New York, New York 
Environmental and Urban Law Society 
MARK WEISSMANN 
B.A. Ge,orge Washington University 
Dover. New Jersey 
B 
J 
Moot Court Board, National Moot Court 
Team 
CLAIRE VENZE B 
B.A. University of California-Los Angeles 
Beverly Hills, California 
Law Review, Criminal Law Clinic 
DENISE WEGLARZ B 
B.A. State University of New York-Albany 
WALB Assot Ed, Musical, Cardozo Law 
Women 
DANIEL WEISZ 
B.S. Cornell University 
Yonkers, New York 
Moot Court Board Executive Editor 
F 
MINDY E. WACHTEL 
B.A. New York University 
Hillside, New Jersey 
AELJ Associate Editor 
AUDREY WEINTRUB 
F 
B.A. Smith College, M.A. Columbia Uni-
versity 
New York, New York 
Law Review 
SONDRA E. WEXNER 
B.A. New York University 
Valley Stream, New York 
AELJ Articles Editor 
A 
JAMEIONE M. WINSTON-DAY E 
B.S. Boston University 
New York, New York 
BALLSA 
ARNIE WOLSKY 
B.A. Syracuse University 
Fear and Loathing Society 
LAURIE ZELIGSON 
B.A. Barnard College 
North Woodmere, New York 
H 
W ALB Assoc Ed, Prosecutor Practicum 
JEAN ZISA 
B.S. St. Johns University 
Brooklyn. New York 
J HOW ARD 8. ZISBLA TT 
B.A. California State Univ.-Northridge 
North Hollywood, California 
J 
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DAVID M. AKSELRAD A 
B.A., M.B.A. New York University Brook-
lyn, New York 
STEVEN MILLON 
Briarwood, New York 
JAMIE CAROL ABRAMS 
B.A. McGill University 
SURI ROCHELLE ALBERT 
B.A. Queens College 
MARTIN W. ARON 
B.A. Rutgers University 
LINDA SHARON BACHMAN 
B.A. Tulane University 
HARRY MIKE BALDINGER 
B.S. Towson State 
DONALD M. BARONE 
B.A. Rutgers 
IRI KLEIN ENGELS A PATRICIA S. JUSKOWITZ A 
B.A. Syracuse Univ, M.S. Hofstra Univ. 
Centerport, New York 
B.A. Brooklyn College New York, New 
York 
Law Review, Alexander Fellows Program 
DAVID SCOTT E HAL EV AN SIEGER C 
B.F.A. NEW York University New York, 
New York 
B.S. State Univ. New York-Albany Man-
hassethills, New York 
International Law Society 
NA THAN M. BELOFSKY 
B.A. Brandeis University 
JOSHUA L. BLACKMAN 
B.S. Towson State University 
MORY K. BRENNER 
B.A. Carnegie-Mellon University 
DEBORAH A. COHEN 
B.A. Jersey City State College 
PETER EVANS DAVOL 
B.A. University of Pennsennsylvania 
MARK PETER DUGAN 
B.S. Lehigh University 
LAWRENCE CHARLES BARTH M.E. FISENNE 
B.A. New York University 
CATHY BECK MARTIN BARRY GELLER 
B.A. Wesleyan University B.B.A. University of Wisconsin 
DIANE GELON 
B.A. University of California 
DORIS ANN GOETZ 
B.A. Marymount Manhattan College 
ANDREW GOLDBERG 
B.A. Colombia University 
MATTHEW JAY GOULD 
B.A. University of Michigan 
ABBY MERYL HARRIS 
B.A. Smith College 
ELIZABETH 8. HEALY 
B.A. Brooklyn College 
MADEL YNN S. HEINTZ 
8.S. Cornell University 
JONATHAN HELLMAN 
B.S. Skidmore College 
SLYVIA DEON HENSON 
B.S. University of Utah 
CARLYN BETH HIRSCH 
8.F.A. New York University 
BARBARA L. KAGAN 
B.A. Brandeis University 
MARK C. KALISH 
B.A. University of Delaware 
BRUCE DAVID KATZ 
B.A. Franklin and Marshall College 
PHYLLIS M. KAUFMAN 
B.A. Bryn Mawr College 
HOLLY SEAN KENNEDY 
B.A. Radeliffe College 
COURTNEY SARAH KIRSHNER 
8.A. Radeliffe College 
JAMES MATTHEW KOSAK OW 
B.A. Connecticut College 
LEONORE M. KUBALEK 
B.S. Marywood College 
DANIEL LEWIS LEVINE 
8.A. Swarthmore College 
RONALD G. LEVINE 
8.A., M.8.A. Rutgers University 
HELEN LIEBMAN 
B.A. Hunter College 
JODY KLOTZ LINSKY 
8.S. Boston University 
LAURIE K. MACLEOD 
B.A. Hampshire College 
SARA W. MCGINTY 
B.A. Barnard College 
PAMELA L. MILLER 
B.A. Yeshiva University 
ROBIN J. GOLD MITCHELL 
B.F.A. University of Flor ida 
RICHARD HARRIS MONO 
8.A. Lafayette College 
PENINAH R. PETRUCK 
B.A. Barnard College 
Ph.D. New York University 
MICHAEL BENJAMIN RADEST 
B.A. Montclair State College 
PINCHUS DAVID RAICE 
B.A. Lehman College 
ABE RAPPAPORT 
B.A. Brooklyn College 
CELIA RECHTSCHAFFEN 
B.A. Franconia College 
SHEREE ERIKA RHEINHARDT 
B.A. Tufts University 
ROBERT RICHARDS 
B.A. Alfred University 
RUTH ROGERS 
B.A. New York University 
MARILYN ROSENTHAL 
B.A. University of Michigan 
AMY ROSS 
B.A. Hampshire College 
ADINA STRAUS RUBIN 
B.S. Brooklyn College 
MARCIA SHELLY RUSKIN 
B.A. University of Pennsylvania 
DALE P. SCHOMER 
B.A. Cornell University 
ERIS BRIAN SCHUMACHER 
B.A. Johns Hopkins 
ILENE M. SHIFRIN 
B.A. Fordam University 
HAL EVAN SIEGER 
B.A. State University at Albany 
MICHAEL J. SIMON 
B.A. Kenyon College 
SETH THEODORE ST ARK 
B.A. Columbia University 
JOHN NICHOLAS SPIRIDAKIS 
B.A. State University at Stony Brook 
ELIHU STONE 
B.A. Brandeis University 
GLEN MARC TROTINER 
B.A., M.S. State University at Albany 
LINDA I. VOGEL 
8.A., M.A. New York University 
BETH A. WAHL 
B.A. College University 
SUSAN J. WEILER 
B.A. University of Pennsylvania 
AUDREY M. WEINSTEIN 
B.A. State University at Albany 
BETSY WERTHAN 
B.A. Sarah Lawrence College 
CHRISTOPHER ROBERT WHENT 
M.S. Sc. University of Stockholm 
RICHARD ALFRED WISE 
B.A. Columbia Universi t y 
MICHAEL CHARLES ZWAL 
B.A. Queens College 65 
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ADMINISTRATION 
Barbara A. Conviser Abby S. Milstein 
Monroe E. Price, LL.8. 
Dean 
John D. Appel, J.D. 
Associate Dean 
Richard M. Joel. J.D. 
Associate Dean 
Ellen R. Cherrick, J.D. 
Assistant Dean for Admissions 
Norma P. D'Apolito. J.D. 
Assistant Dean for Placement 
Administration 
Barbara A. Conviser, M.A. 
Assistant to the Dean 
Helen Irwin, J.D. 
Assistant to the Dean 
for Student Affairs 
Arlene Agus, BA 
Director of External Affairs and Planning 
Abby S. Milstein, J.D. 
Director of Legal Writing 
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Profe$sor Haber was comment editor of the Yale law Journal and law clerk to Judge 
Charles F. Clark and Mr. Justice Hugo Black. He taught at Yale and 1s a Distinguished 
Professor of law at Rutgers University School of Law. He is a member of the Churcti-
State Committee of the ACLU and chairman, New York MetroP,ohtan Council. Ameri-
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Edward ae Grazia 
Professor of Law. B.A.. 1948, J.D., 1951, University of Chicago. 
Professor de Grazia has taught at the law schools of Catholic University of America, University of 
Connecticut, Georgetown University, ana American University. From 1956 to 1959 he servea with the Office 
of Director General of the Untiled Nations Educational. Scientific, and Cultural Organization, Paris. and 
subsequently, as a consultant with the U.S. Department of State. U.S. Agency for International DeveloP.ment, 
and Arizona Criminal Code Commission. Professor de Grazia engaged in the private P.ractice of law for over 
10 years in Washington, D.C., specializing in communications law and First Amendment litigation. During 
1968· 72, he was director of Georgetown University's Program for Pretrial Diversion of Accused Offenders 
to Community Mental Health Treatment Programs. Professor de Grazia was manasing editor of the 
University of Chicago law Review. His most recent published work is Banned films, Movies. ,.._-ensors. and. 
the First Amendment. 
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and Jud1c1al Ethics. Her primary 
federal courts. and conflict of laws. 
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STEPHEN DIAMOND 
Professor of Law. B.A., 1967, Swarthmore College; M.A., 1968, 
J.D., Ph.D., 1976, Harvard University; Certificate in Social 
Anthropology, 1970, Cambridge University. 
Professor Diamond graduated from Law School cum laude, 
simultaneously receiving a Ph.D. in history. He clerked for 
Judge Frank A. Kaufman, United States District Court, Mary-
land. A leading young historian, he is studing the emergence 
of, and changes in, state and local property taxes. 
RICHARD D. HOBBET 
Professor of Law. BA., 1949, J.D., 1951, University of Iowa. 
Professor Hobbet taught personal income tax and corporate 
tax law at Duke University School of Law from 1968 to 1975, 
and during 1975 he was a visiting professor at University of 
Florida College of law. While a student at University of Iowa 
law School, Professor Hobbet was editor-in-chief of the Iowa 
Law Review. Prior to joining the faculty at Duke, he served as 
a trial attorney with the Internal Revenue Service, Chicago 
Region (1952-54), assistant general counsel for Iowa- Illinois 
Gas and Electric Company (1954-57), and associate and part-
ner in a Milwaukee law firm (1955-68). While in Milwaukee he 
served for three years on the Board of Directors of the 
Urban League. 
RICHARD M. JOEL 
Associate Dean. B.A., 1972, J.D., 1975, New York University. 
After graduating as a Root-Tilden Scholar from New York 
University School of law, Dean Jo<:!1 joined the Bronx District 
Attorney's Office in 1975. After serving as deputy chief of 
the Appeals Bureau, he came to Yeshiva University Alumni 
Affairs. In 1980 he became associate dean at Cardozo School 
of Law. In addition to his administrative duties, Dean Joel 
teaches legal writing and moot court. 
CHARLOTTE G. MERIWETHER 
Assistant Professor of Law. B.A., 1975, New College; J.D., Yale 
University. 
Professor Meriwether served as article and book review 
editor of the Yale Law Journal. She was visiting assistant 
professor at Tulane University School of Law, and has been 
associated with the firm of Hughes Hubbard ~ Reed, New 
York City. Professor Meriwether's areas of teaching include 
contracts, international trade, and corporations. 
ABBY S. MILSTEIN 
Director of Legal Writing. B.A., 1973, Radcliffe College; J.D., 
1976, Harvard University. 
Ms. Milstein, after graduating cum laude from Harvard, was 
research cunsultant to Prof. Gary Bellow and Assistant Dean 
Jeanne Kettleson of the Harvard Law School. From 1978-to 
1980, she served as assistant commissioner and director of 
research at the New York City Department of Consumer 
Affairs. 
BARRY C. SCHECK 
Assistant Professor of Law and Director of Clinical Legal 
Education. B.S., 1971, Yale University, J.D., M.C.P., 1974, Uni-
versity of California of Berkeley. 
After graduating Phi Betta Kappa from Yale and with honors 
from University of California Law School at Berkeley, Profes-
sor Scheck was a staff attorney for four years with the Legal 
Aid Society of New York. He has served on the faculty of the 
National Institute of Trial Advocacy and Defence Council, 
and is co-author of Raising and litigating Claims of Electron-
ics Surveillance. 
Professor Scheck is a member of the Committee on the 
Criminal Courts, Association of the Bar of the City of New 
York. 
PHILIP R. AARONS 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of law. B.A., 1973, J.D., 1976, 
Columbia University. 
Professor Aarons is executive director of the New York City 
industrial Development Agency, and was president and chief 
executive officer of the New York City Public Development 
Corporation. He also served as assistant to Mayor Edward I. 
Koch (1978-79), after working as an associate specializing in 
real estate law at Nickerson, Kramer, Lowenstein, Nessen, 
Kamin G Soll, New York City. Professor Aarons graduated 
with honors from both the college and the law school at 
Columbia University, where he was an editor of the Law 
Review. 
PETER L. BERGER 
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.E.E., 1961, City College of New 
York; J.D., 1966, George Washington University. 
Professor Berger majored in electrical engineering at City 
College, completed two years of graduate work in engineer-
ing, and went on to earn his J.D. with honors at George 
Wasington University, where he served as patent editor of 
the Law Review. He has held positions as patent examiner 
with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, patent attorney 
with Bell Telephone, and was a member of the adjunct faculty 
at Seton Hall Law School 1977 to 1983. A member of the firm of 
Berger and Palmer, he specializes in patents, trdemarks, and 
copyright law. 
DANIEL BRAMBILLA 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A .. 1972, St. Peter's 
College, J.D., 1977, Fordam University. 
Professor Brambilla is an associate at Proskauer, Rose, Goetz 
& Mendelsohn, New York City. He is a member of the Copy-
right Committe of the Association of the Bar of New York. 
DANIEL L. BRENNER 
Adjunct Associate Professor of law. B.A., M.A .. 1973, J.D., 
1976, Stanford University. 
A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Stanford University, Professor 
Brenner served as senior note editor of the Stanford Law 
Review. He has lectured in areas of media law, telecommuni-
cations policy, and jurisprudence at Stanford University, 
George Washington University. and Washington school of 
Law of American University. Professor Brenner has served as 
legal assistant to the chairman of the Federal Communica-
tions Commission since 1979. A member of the Board of 
Trustees of Stanford University and of the American Feder-
ation of Television & Radio Artists, he comes to the law 
school with vast media experience (as commentator, per-
former, production assistant, an writer) and an extensive list 
of publications both in broadcast regulation and other legal 
areas as well as in more general areas of interest. 
KA THERINE T. COBB 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A., 1973, Brown Univer-
sity; J.D .• 1976, University of Virginia. 
Since graduating from law school, Professor Cobb has 
worked exclusively for the Office of the District Attorney. 
New York County, as an assistant district attorney. In Sep-
tember 1982, she became deputy chief of the Special Projects 
Bureau. Since April 1983, she has served as deputy chief of a 
trial bureau. 
JOHN H. GROSS 
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.S., 1964, University of Pennsylva-
nia, J.D .• 1967, George Washington University. 
Professor Gross was an associate with Sullivan & Cromwell, 
New York City, for two years after graduating from George 
Washington, where he was a member of the Law Review. 
From 1969 to 1975 he served as an Assistant United States 
Attorney. Southern District of New York, and in 1975 was the 
assistant chief of the Criminal Division. Since 1975 he has 
been a member of the firm of Anderson, Russell, Kill & Olick, 
New York City. In 1979 he was associate special counsel, U.S. 
Department of Justice, appointed to handle President Cart-
er's Warehouse Investigation. He has participated in trial 
advocacy programs at Harvard Law School and for the Dis-
trict Attorney of New York County. 
MICHAEL A. CARDOZO 
Adjunct Professor of Law. B.A., 1963, Brown University; LLB., 
1966, Columbia University. 
Professor Cardozo is a partner at Proskauer, Rose, Goetz & 
Mendelson, New York City. He joined the firm in 1967 after 
serving for a year as a law clerk to Judge Edward C. McClean 
of the United States District Court of New York. Professor 
Cardozo is an honors graduate of Columbia University Law 
School, where he was an editor of the Law Review. He is 
currently chairman of the Council on Judicial Administration 
of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York and has 
been an active committee member of several bar associ-
ations, especially in the areas of judicial administration and 
court reform. 
RICHARD JANVEY 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A., 1967, University of 
Wisconsin; J.D., 1970, University of Chicago. 
Professor Janvey is associate general counsel to Arthur 
Young and Company. Prior to this he was an associate at 
Debevoise, Plimpton, Lyons & Gates, after serving as a law 
clerk to Judge David N. Edelstein of the United States Dis-
trict Court for the Southern District of New York. 
BARRY L KATZ 
Adjunct Associate Professor of Law. B.S., 1973, J.D., 1976, 
Georgetown University. 
Associate with the firm of Shereff Friedman Hoffman & 
Goodman. Professor Katz was formerly with the firm of 
Skadden Arps Slate Meagher & Flom and served as law clerk 
to Judge Robert W. Sweet of the United States District Court 
for the Southern District of New York. A certified public 
accountanr. he was an instructor in finacial accounting at 
Georgetown University and was a member of the adjunct 
faculty of Cardozo School of Law in 1980-81. 
SANFORD M. KATZ 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A., 1952, New York 
University, Certificate, 1957. Academy of International Law, 
The Hague; LLB .• 1958, Columbia University. 
Professor Katz is widely known as a criminal defense lawyer, 
although he maintains a civil practice as well. He has tried 
scores of cases in all areas of criminal law, including approxi-
mately 15 prosecutions for murder. He is perhaps best known 
for his defense in the "Panthers 21 Trial" in 1970. He has been 
a lecturer with the National Institute for Trial Advocacy 
(1979) and the Practicing Law Institute (1973, 1975). He is 
chairman of the Central Screening Committee, Indigent De-
fendants Criminal Defense Panel of the First Judicial Depart-
ment (Manhattan and the Bronx) 
DONALD L KREINDLER 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A., 1952, Brooklyn Col-
lege, LLB .• 1954, Columbia University. 
Professor Kreindler is a senior partner at Kreindler & Relkin, 
New York City, and former president of the Lawyers Associ-
ation of th Textile Industry. He presently sits on the boards 
of governors of this organization and the New York Board of 
Trade-Textile Section. He is the author of "What the Busi-
ness Man Should Know about Commercial Arbitration" and 
"What the Business Executive Should Know about the Uni-
form Commercial Code." 
NORMAN MARCUS 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B. A., 1953, Columbia 
University, LLB., 1957, Yale University. 
Professor Marcus has been counsel to the New York City 
Planning Commission since 1963, a professor of planning law 
at Pratt Institute since 1965, and an adjunct Associate prof es-
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sor at New York University Law School since 1977. He is the 
author of many law review articles on zoning and urban 
development, and is a lecturer for the American Bar Associ-
ation-American Law lnstitute's Practicing Law Institute. 
J. EZRA MERKIN 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A., 1976 Columbia Uni-
versityi J.D., 1979, Harvard University. 
Professor Merk in was on the staff of the Harvard Law Record 
and the Board of Student Advisors while at Harvard. After 
graduating cum laude, he became an associate with the firm 
of Milbank, Tweed, Hadley ~ McCloy, New York, New York 
City. He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa. 
ELLIOTT L. MEYROWITZ 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A., 1971, University of 
North Carolina, M.A., 1975, University of Pennsylvania; J.D., 
1979, Rutgers University. 
Professor Meyrowitz currently serves as consultant to the 
Institute for World Order in New York City, where he is 
engaged in research and writing reports in the areas of 
international law, arms control, and military policy. He is a 
candidate for the Ph.D. in History at the University of Penn-
sylvania, for which his dissertation is "The Contours of 
American Foreign Policy in the Age of lnterdependance." He 
has taught courses, lectured, and written papers in the areas 
of diplomatic history rights, as well as the military, legal, and 
other implications of nuclear weapons. 
ARYEH NEIER 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.S., 1958, Cornell Uni-
versity, LLD. (Hon.), 1975, Hofstra University; LLD. (Hon.), 
1979, Hamilton College. 
Professor Neier is currently vice chairman of Americas 
Watch, Helsinki Watch, and Fund for Free Expression. He has 
also been an adjunct professor of Law at New York Universi-
ty since 1978. He previously served as director and fellow of 
the New York Institute of the Humanities (1978-81), executive 
director of the American Civil Liberties Union (1970-78), and 
executive director (1965-70) and field director (1963-64) of 
the New York civil Liberties Union. He is the Author of three 
books, Dossier, Crime and Punishment, A Radical Solution, 
and Defending My Enemy, and numerous articles. 
JOSEPH ORTEGA 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A., 1976, Syracuse Uni-
versity, J.D., 1979, Boston University. 
Since graduating from law school, Professor Ortega has 
worked exclusively for the Office of the District Attorney, 
New York County, as an assistant district attorney. He has 
held positions in the homicide investigations, and trial bu-
reaus. Professor Ortega is a participant in the annual training 
program for the new assistant district attorneys. 
RICHARD N. PAPPER 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A., 1968, Harvard Uni-
versity1 J.D., 197'.2, Yale University. 
Professor Papper was on the Board of Directors, Yale Legal 
Services Organization, while at the Yale Law School. From 
197'.2 to 1974 he was law clerk to Chief Judge Joseph S. Lord Ill, 
of the United States District Court, Eastern District of Penn-
sylvania. He was an associate with the firm of Webster and 
Sheffield, New York, from 1974 to 1977. Since 1977 he has been 
an Assistant United States Attorney, Southern District of 
New York. 
MICHAEL H. POSNER 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.A., 197'.2 University of 
Michigan1 J.D., 1975, University of California at Berkeley. 
Professor Posner has been executive director of the Lawyers 
Committee for International Human Rights since 1978. Prior 
to this, he was an associate at Sonnenshein, Carlin, Nath ~ 
Rosenthal, Chicago. Professor Posner has represented the 
Lawyers Committee and the International League of Human 
Rights at many International meetings, and he has testified 
on international human rights and on immigration, refugee, 
and asylum laws before numerous Congressional committees. 
He is the author of many articles on international human 
rights violations and is a member of the boards of directors 
of Amnesty International (U.S.A.), Americas Watch, Interna-
tional League for Human Rights, and Human Rights Internet. 
JONA THAN B. RUBINSTEIN 
Adjunct Professor of Law. B. A., 1961, Ph.D., 1968 Harvard 
University. 
Professor Rubinstein is currently research director for Re-
search on Institutions and Social Policy, Inc., a position he has 
held since 1979. Prior to that he served as a member of the 
Organized Crime Project Advisory Board of the Ford Foun-
dation. A magna cum laude graduate of Harvard College, he 
attended Freie Universitat Berlin 1961-6'.2 on a Fulbright Fel-
lowship. Professor Rubinstein has published in the areas of 
police corruption, law enforcement techniques, gambling, 
racketeering, and organized crime. 
FREDERICK P. SCHAFFER 
Adjunct Associate Professor of Law. B.A., 1968, J.D., 1973, 
Harvard University. 
Professor Schaffer served as editor and senior editor of the 
Harvard Law Review. After graduation he clerked for Judge 
Francis L Van Dusen of the United States Court of Appeals 
for the Third Circuit. He was Assistant United States Attor-
ney (Civil Division) and Chief of the Tax Unit, Office of the 
United States Attorney for the Southern District of New 
York. From 1979 to 1981 he was on the full-time faculty of 
Cardozo before joining the firm of Pollack~ Kaminsky, New 
York City. 
MEL VIN SCHWECHTER 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Law. B.J.Ed., 1968, Hebrew 
College B.A., 1969, Brandeis University; M.A., 1971, Harvard 
Universityi J.D., 1974, New York University. 
Professor Schwechter joined the law offices of Robert M. 
Gottschalk, P.C., in 1979, after serving as an attorney-adviser 
for five years at the U.S. Department of Commerce in Wash-
ington D.C. He is an expert in international trade law with 
special interest in U.S. trade with the Soviet Union. 
Officers 
Justice-Dave Bertan 
Vice-Justice-Susan Nankin 
Clerk-Amy Bochner 
Treasurer-Jeffrey Lewis 
Marshal-Dan Scher 
Hi.$torian-Larry Margolin 
PHI ALPHA DELTA 
LAW FRATERNITY 
Members 
PAD has 164 law school chapters 
with over 90,<XX.) members. Thirty-two 
U.S. Senators and 44 Congresspersons 
are PAD's. Presidents Truman, Wilson, 
Taft and Harding were PAD's. Chief 
Justice Warren E. Burger is a PAD. 
David Bildner, Ira Cohen, Janet Cohen, Jerry Cohen, Alan Cooper, 
William Goldsmith, Ed Grossman, Ian Heller, Lisa Kallen, Bruce 
Koffsky, Dianne Lederman, Cindy Mehler, Andrew Meyers, Robin 
Mitchel, Russell Paisley, Lisa Presser', Richard Schulman, Andrew 
Siegel, Kerry Sperling, Bob Tils, Heidi Title, Gary Wachtel, Scott 
Zamek, Faculty Advisor-Professor William Bratton 
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SON DHA E. WEXNER 
No tes am/ Comments Editors 
FRANC INE A. BELLACH 
SHIRLEY FISHBEI N- HASS 
Hesearch Editor 
GLEN TROT INER 
Technical Editor 
ALICE J. SLATER 
ELI ZABETH B HEALY 
MAURI CE W. HELLER 
ROB IN C. PR ICE 
LA WHENCE P. BLASKOPF 
AMY B. BO CHNE R 
DEBRAE . BRODLIE 
JUDY B. BRUCKNER 
AVIVA GLUC K CYNAMON 
SHARON EISENSTAT 
ROBERTK . ERLANGER 
SHARON ESA KOFF 
RICHAHD S. FINKELSTE IN 
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Executive Editor 
NAOM I S. BELL 
Associat e Edit ors 
DEBORAH J. LO CITZER 
MINDY E. WACHTEL 
SHAHON E. GRUER 
CATHY M. HARTMANN 
DAVID B. HIRSC HHOHN 
PHYLLIS KAUFMAN 
COURTNEY KIRSHNER 
JEFF LANG 
MICHA EL L. LEDERER 
SCOTT J. LESSE R 
ALEXANDRA C. MARGO LIS 
BARBARA PRESS 
C INDY RAI NBOW 
SHEREE E. RHEI NHARDT 
RHONDA L. ROSEN 
SPE NC ER L. SCHNEIDER 
DAVID SCOTT 
LEE SPIELMANN 
STEVEN B. STEI NMETZ 
RENAN I. SUGA RMAN 
CARDOZO 
LAW REVIEW 
VOLUME 5 FALL 1983 
Editor• in-Chief 
KENNETH M. SCHNE IDER 
Manal!,ing Editors 
HEN€E E. FROST 
MITCHEL C. PAHL 
NUMBER 1 
I,. rticles Editors 
LAWRENCE BARTH 
MATTHEW J. COUL D 
Erecutive Editors 
HOWAHD M. BERKOWER 
HAL B. PER KINS 
Notes and Comments Ed ito rs 
KAREN M. KALIKOW 
RALPH J. RE ISSMAN 
JOSE PH P. SIEGER 
AD AM D . AMSTEHOAM 
V INCENZA C . AVERSANO 
ELLEN J. BRA VEIH.1A N 
ANDREW BHOD NICK 
SUSAN COHEN-KLEIN 
IR IS K. ENGE LS 
FELICIA H. FASH INC 
J. STEVEN FELDM AN 
JAY FORM AN 
CHERYL FRIEDM AN 
DIA NE M. SILBERMAN 
CLAIR E B. VENZE 
Research and Book Review Editor 
AUDR\' WEINTROB 
Associate Editor arid Bus iness Manager 
PRESTON T . TO WBER 
Associate Editors 
MI L TON M. CAHN 
MADE LYNN 5. HEINTZ 
DAV ID' A. HOF'ST ADTE R 
SUSAN JAMESON 
BA RBARA L. KA GAN 
ST EVEN KESS LER 
MOS ES LAC HMAN 
ELYNN LAMBERT 
STEVEN G RAFF LE VINE 
LESTE R JAN LE VY 
E RIC C . MEN KES 
ABE RAPPAPORT 
JEHUDIT ROM 
MI CHELLE S. FR EUDENBE RGE R 
ROBI N C. CH .BURD 
ANTON JOSE PH MIKO FS KY 
D tU-: \\" E LLI OT PARKER 
D IA NA G ILLETT PLOTK IN 
LISA S. PRESS ER 
LI NDA S. ROSE N 
LA URIE C. SAP A KOFF 
LI NDA S. SC HEC HTER 
DALE P. SCHOME R 
JUDAH S. SHAPIRO 
SCOTT E. SILVER 
DAV ID ELI SING ER 
ABI GAIL SLOANE 
SE YMOUR S. SUB 
ST EV EN R. SUNDHEIM 
SINDY R. UDELL LYNN C. GOODMAN 
L YDIA H . GOllDON 
NANC Y R. HELLE R 
MARC IE R. I-I ERMELI N 
KATE M. RABASSA 
Faculty Advisor 
DAVID C RA Y CA RLSON 
BETH ANN WA HL 
PHILI P R. WHITE 
DA VID A. ZARE'IT 
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OFFICERS 
Jeffrey Botwinick-President 
Ramona Goodman-Vice President 
Judah Shapiro-Treasurer 
Mike Berman-Parliamentarian 
STUDENT BAR 
ASSOCIATION 
3L's Jeffrey Botwinick 
Ramona Goodman 
Mike Berman 
Paula Barrett 
Andrea Gaines 
Joseph Indelicato 
Jon Strum 
2L's Judah Shapiro 
Suzanne Blond 
Ephraim Bulow 
Cheryl Dresner 
Ian Heller 
Jon Zinman 
David Bertan 
IL's Sheara Avita! 
Ira Cohen 
Gary Kauffman 
Fran Lepper 
Cathy Neustein 
Eric Ruben 
Robyn Smerling 
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MOOT COURT 
EDITORIAL BOARD 
Editor-in-Chief, Don Berk 
Managing Editor, Isaac Mishkoff 
Competitions Editor, Lisa Levine 
Paulsen Editors, Amy Alkoff 
Lisa Sarnoff 
National Editors, Robert Semaya 
Larry Tofel 
First-Year Editors, Donna Bashe 
Harlan Cohen 
Patricia Einbender 
Laurie Macleod 
Laurel Rotker 
Charles Silverstein 
Associate Editor, Cheryl Slavin 
Executive Editor, Dan Weisz 
Antitrust Editors, Mariane Kern 
Lisa landsman 
Entertainment Editors , Robert Semaya 
Glen Trotiner 
EDITEES 
Karen Rischert, Brian Zimmerman, Janet 
Barsky, David Golden, Risa Rohrberger, 
Ellen Weisman, Bruce Koffsky, Sandra Co-
hen, Andy Germain, Glenda Rothberg, 
Steve Friedman, Maggie Lehman, Nancy 
Deckinger, Myra Needleman, Dave Bur-
ton, Wende Doniger, Leslie Case, Nancy 
Mackay, Diane Wolfe, Magda Deconinck, 
Valerie Juster 
WOMAN'S ANNOTATED LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Jackie Auerbach, Nancy Billik, Leslie Case, Deborah 
Chapman, Leslie Crary, Faith Connor, Bobby Ellis, 
Andrea Gaines, Dori Hanswirth, Linda Horn, Goldi 
Juer, Felicia Krebs, Linda Levy, Larry Margolin, Karen 
Morrison, Myra Needleman, Lynn Peters, Sheryl 
Presser, Linda Rubano, Dale Schroedel, Ilene Shifrin. 
Laurie Macleod: Editor-In-Chief 
Denise Weglarz, Associate Editor 
Laurie Zeligson, Associate Editor 
Evan Canter, Associate Editor 
Cindy Eisenberg, Business Editor 
Eileen Rakower, Notes and Comments Editor 
Sheree Rheinhardt, Research Editor 
Dale Schomer, Research Editor 
Cheryl Phillips: Special Projects Editor 
Phyllis Kaufman: Editor 
NATIONAL LA WYERS · GUILD 
Larry Blaskopf, Cindy Eisenberg, Patricia Einbender, An-
drew Goldberg, Dale Schroeder, Michael Raskin, Brian 
Zimmerman, Eileen Rakower, Myra Needleman, Steve 
McGinty, Ed Rubbins, Leslie Case, Karen Kalikow, Mark 
Berger, Denise Weglarz, Thom Klieiner, Stuart Kohler, 
Richard Naoer, Harold Eisestein, Fred Levy, Leslie 
Goldner, Ellen Mishkin, Laurie Macleod, Don Berk, Lisa 
Levine, Afua Afriye 
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION COALITION 
Thom Kleiner, Andrew Goldberg, Karen 
Kalikow, Eileen Rakower. Brian Zimmer• 
man. Cindy Eisenberg. Patricia Einbender 
CRIMINAL LAW CLINIC 
Afua Opetubo, Martin W. Aron, John H. Bauman, Don Berk, Karen M. Kalikow, Thom Kleiner, Lisa R. Levine, Laurie Macleod, Toby Martin, Mar jorie Miller, 
Ellen C. Mishkin, Rob in C. Pr ice, Eileen Rakower , Lisa E. Sarnoff, Sanford Strenger. Larry Tofel , Lisa Unger. Claire 8. Venze--Professors Barry C. Scheck and 
Lawrence A. Vogelman · 
BLACK AND LATINO LAW 
STUDENTS ASSOCIATION 
Thomas Lewis, Jr., Horace Hutson, Ramon Gonzalez. Afua Afriye·Opetubo, 
Sheila Smalls, William Torres , Catherine Gustave, Jameione Winston, Rafael 
Castellanos, Keith Harewood, Linda Hill, Monica Messenger, Dennis Nieves, 
Jorge Nieves, Leonardo Puig, Dianne Renwick, Ralph Rivera, David Sharpe, 
Carmen Sierra, Henry Rivera, Sandra Spruill, Aureliano Diaz, Ann Gilde 
ENVIRONMENT AND 
URBAN 
PLANNING LAW 
SOCIETY 
Herbert Pitkowsky-President 
Ellen Mendelson-Vice President 
Gale T rentalange-Secretary, Treasurer 
Mark Bass, Doris Gillman, Jackie Auerbach. Gary Kosdan, Steven 
Sundheim, George Cohen, Mart y- Marks, Mike Adges, Marc Mason 
The Cardozo Law 
Editor-in-Chief 
Richard J. Silverberg 
Managing Editor News Editor 
Matthew C. Kest.en Fran Iris Lepper 
Articles Editor Copy Editor 
Richard Nager Oscar Jaeger 
Production Editor Photography Editor 
Robert Greenberg Larry Margolin 
Staff: Jeffrey Botwinick, Dennis P. Carey, Paul Epstein, Alan 
Gardner, Daniel Goldberg, Myrle Horvitz, Joseph Indelicato, 
Joshua Jedwab, Jeremiah Kaplan, Morris Kaplan, Gary Kauff-
man, Charles Kleiner, Stuart Kohler, David Mendelsohn, Valery 
Molot, Herb Pitkowsky, Dean Monroe Price, L. R. Rosenthal, Beth 
Sack, Bill Sipser, Philip D. Stem, Jonathan Strum, William 
Torres, Alan Yatvin 
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THE ART;-;;;-E-;------------
LAW SOCTERTAINMENT ) IETY ) ) 
presents 
THE NOLO CONTENDER[ 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Jlrnllittg ~utlty 
PLAYERS 
) 
---- -- ---- ------) 
Written b 
JOSHUA JED:AB 
and 
LAURENCE S. MARGOLIN 
Musical Directi 
JOSHUA JEDW:Bn by 
Produced b 
MARK NEARENBtRG 
Techn i ca 1 D. 
MARK NEA
1
;EeNcBtEiRo; by 
Choreography b Art Direc tion y AVIVA MILLER 
The Senior by GREG SHATAN 
Partners Band 
JOSHUA JEDWAB ( . 
synthes i ze:i'"no 
JOEL SIEGEL ( . S guitar) 
PENCER SCHNE I OER ( b ass) 
JEFF FELD (drums) 
GREG SHA TAN ( saxophones) 
Piano A ccompaniment b 
JOSHUA JEDWAB y 
JEFF KINZLER 
GARY KAUFFMAN 
Addciotni~;;" ~u t:t; i a 1 
DAVE BERTAN y 
BILL BRATTON 
MATT GREENBERG 
PAM KATTEN 
GARY KAUFFMAN 
JEFF KINZLER 
LEE KUBALEK 
MARK NEARENBERG 
STEWART STERK 
STEVE SUNDHE IM 
MARK WE I SSMANN 
Additional Ch LISA o;OeNoNgraphy by 
MARGIE MILLER 
Lightin T BR IAN g z IMeMcEhn i c i an RMAN 
Fe 11 ow Spot 0 LANSING per a tors 
EL DEANE 
LEN FEDERMAN 
PRODUCT ION 
Sound E · 
MARK NEAnRrNnBeEe;G 
Set Design 
GREG SHATAN 
Set Crew A . SUSAN NANK IN 
ss,stant Liqht' CHERYL DR~~~E~perator BA~~A GROSSMAN RA MITTMAN 
NAIii SOKOLOW 
ELLEN WEI SSMAN Proper ty Mas te 
NAM I SOKOL OW r 
St age Crew 
B~:~!~Acous INS MITTMAN 
NAM! SOKOLOW 
ELLEN WEISSMAN 
Publicity and T' ROCHELL E WEl1Ncket Sa les 
ROBERT ERLANSGTlRIN 
Program and Ti cke t Des· 
GREG SHA TAN 
1 
gn 
THE NOLO 
JAM IE ABRAMS CONTENDER[ 
PLAYER S 
DAVE BERTAN 
SUZANNE BLOND 
EVAN CANTER 
LI SA CONN 
R~°!~\R TGtt~:MNtTEHR 
IA GREENBERG 
N HELLER 
MYRLE · HORVITZ 
JOSHUA JEDWAB 
PAM KATTEtl 
GARY KAUFFMAN 
tREt: MONROE PRICE 
PROF . BILL BRATTON 
. BARRY SCHECK 
MARK WE I SSMANN 
and 
Piano b y BALDWIN 
MA TT KESTEN 
LEE KUBALEK 
urrnA LEVY 
l:VRRY MARGOLIN 
IVA MILLER 
MARG!l MILLER 
ROBIN PRICE 
JUDAH SHAPIRO 
GREG SHATAN 
RICH SIL VERB ER 
STEVEtl surrnHE I~ 
HEIDI TITLE 
DEN I SE WEGLARZ 



FEAR + LOATHING SOCIETY 
MARK BASS 
ARNIE WOLKSKY 
GEORGE COHEN 
MARTY MARKS 
SARAH JOHNSON 
FRAN MANN 
DAVE WALLEN 
SCOTT BENGAMIN 
DAVID KATZ 
HERB PITKOWSKI 
CINDY EISENBERG 
JON STRUM 
STEVE FOX 
JODY BAUMEL 
JAMIE ABRAMS 
TOM HENDRIEKSON 
RACE JUDICA TA 
PROSECUT ORIAL PRACTICUM 
PROFESSOR EDWARD 
DEGRAZIA 
ANDREA GAINES 
JODY BAUMEL 
LAURIE ZELIGSON 
URSULA DAY 
STUART SINGER 
JAMEIONE M. WINSTON-
DAY 
GRADUATION COMMITTEE 
CATHY SCHNEIDER 
HERBERT PITKOWSKY 
MINDY WACHTEL 
LISA UNGER 
DEAN BELMONT 
CHERYL DRESNER 
EILEEN RAKOWER 
Pam Katten, David Bertan, Fran Lepper, Judah Shapiro, 
Suzanne Blond 
Professors Nemerson, Singer, Jacobson, Sterk, Dean 
Joel 
1 s 
Mark Nearenberg 
Joshua Jedwab 
Laurence Margolin 
Myrle Horvitz 
Marjorie Miller 
Mark Weissmann 
Jody Baumel 
Amy Alkoff 
Matthew Keston 
A 
E 
R 
0 
B 
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s 
PHONATHON 
AND 
NEW STUDENT 
RECEPTION . 
THE ALL-AMERICAN GAME 
the Nuremberg war trials 
were drawing to a close 
last of the eighth, two out, man at bat. 
and my judgement powers were waning 
II million dead v . 
.23 Nazis punished, 
4 more to try 
it had been a long day, in a long trial 
even the wings 
of the flies in the room 
were drooping with perspiration 
in the heat, the revolving fan blades 
blurred into molten wings, 
flame-eaten prayers 
and my nose itched, and my eyes were runny 
I was tired of seeing the petty 
technicians of genocide 
who were not even monsters or heroes 
and my stomach ached 
what punishment would revive the dead? 
with what does one revenge atrocity? 
this courtroom toilet 
has amphitheater seating 
so that the half-assed world 
waxing indignant 
today flushes a few 
of its shits to oblivion 
by tomorrow 
this will all be 
happily forgotten 
tomorrow, the Yankees and the Pirates 
play an exciting doubleheader 
and there's a howling in my head 
of people packed in cattle cars 
Oscar Abraham Jaeger 
Class of 1984 
To the TUNE of "WHERE IS LOVE?" from the musical "OLIVER" 
What is law? 
Who knows what I'm searching for? 
Will there be a jolt? A lightning bolt to warn me what's in store? 
Will I ever see the light? 
What's the key to Skelley Wright? 
Will I understand Learned Hand? Will I be erudite? 
Do you think I'll ever know the mystery of Cardozo? 
Will I study hard to no avail? 
Futile quest! Such travail! 
What? What is law? 
Music by Lionel Bart ...... (New) Lyrics by Susan J. Miller, class of '84 
David Bertan, David Golden-Runner-Up Best Oralist 
Jeffrey Sarokin-Best Oralist 
MONRAD G. 
PAULSEN 
MOOT COURT 
COMPETITION 
NATIONAL TEAM 
1984-85 
Leslie Case 
David Golden 
David Bertan 
Adena Berkowitz-Honorable Mention 
Leslie Case-Winner Best Brief 
Mindy Wachtel-Honorable Mention 
David Bertan 
Jeffrey Sarokin 
Scott Russell 
David Golden 
Judse Morris Lasker (S.D.N. Y. ) 
Masistrate Naomi Buchwald (S.D.N.Y.) 
Jacob Burns 
Judse Herbert Stern (D.N.J. ) 
Jenny Paulsen 
THE CARDOZO MOOT COURT BOARD AND 
THE CARDOZO ARTS AND ENTEIITAINMENT 
LAW JOURNAL 
are pleased to announce that the following schools are 
participating in the inaugural year of the 
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law 
Entertainment/ Communications Moot Court Competition. 
American University 
Brooklyn Law School 
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law 
Florida State University 
John Marsha ll Law School 
New York Law School 
Rutgers University School of Law (Newark) 
Pepperdine Uni versity School of Law 
Seton Hall Law School 
South Texas College of Law 
St. John's University 
University o f Bridgeport School o f Law 
University o f Connecticut 
University o f Dayton School of Law 
University o f Detro it School of Law 
University of Maryland at Baltimore 
University of Pittsburgh School of Law 
Vermont Law School 
Washburn University School of Law 
West Virginia University School of Law 
Semi Finalists From Cardozo 
Mike Berman, Mark Weisman (coach), Cheryl Slavin, Mark Lewis 
,:fflrf 0r1j' 111.1: ,; ,,Ji Sif11: ;,,, .. 
Judges 
...... ...., 
-, ~·. 
r 
Semi Final ists From American University 
Carole Sadler, Karen Sherman 
Floyd Abrams, Esq., David Braun, Esq .. Jon Newman (2d. Cir.) 
Best Oral Advocate-V. Paige Pace 
South Texas College of law 
Honorable Mention Brief-Dona Simons, Astrid Wistedt 
Florida State University 
Honorable Mention Brief-Steven Hilsee, Donald Meringer, 
Mary Murphy. Carol Ruben 
University of Maryland 
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First Place T earn-Cheryl Slavin, Mark lewis, Mike Berman 
Cardozo School of law 
T 
H 
E 
w 
I 
N 
N 
E 
R 
s 
Best Brief-Stephen Freeman, Denise Glassmeyer. Dean Valente 
, University of Detroit 'School of law 
Honorable Mention Brief-Cheryl Slavin, Mark lewis, Mike Berman 
Cardozo School of law 
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---ollll\ii,,.,..... .Arts ~Entertainment 
- Law Society LS 
VICTORIA BALD 
HEIDI BIERMAN 
CA THY CAMPBELL 
LANCE DEANE 
SONIA ESTREICH 
PAMELA FISHER 
ROBERT GORDON 
AMY HOLTZMAN 
BARBARA KAPLAN 
GARY KAUFFMAN 
SUSAN KERKER 
DAVID KIRSCH 
IRWIN KUHN 
MICHELE KUNOWITZ 
SUSAN LANDAU 
DENNIS METNICK 
MARK NEARENBERG 
KIM POSTER 
ELLEN REDDY 
SUSAN ROBBINS 
LINDA RUBANO 
WENDY SCHACK 
ARDEN SCHNEIDER 
GREG SHATAN 
ARTHUR Ell VERMAN 
KEITH SILVERSTEIN 
MARY SPECTOR 
JACKIE STEIN 
RICHARD TEDESCO 
HEIDI TITLE 
GARY WACHTEL 
CHRISTOPHER WHENT 
BRIAN ZIMMERMAN 
This year the Arts and Entertainment Law Society, the oldest organization 
at ·Cardozo, with the exception of the SBA itself, held true to its ''legacy of 
education and entertainment," with some of the most ambitious programs 
ever held at Cardozo. In November, the AELS Speaker Series Committee 
presented "New Technology in the Music Industry," featuring a distin-
guished panel of speakers including counsel from CBS, Arista, Atlantic and 
Warner/ Amex. 
In October, several members flew to Boston to attend "Legal Aspects of 
the Music Industry," a day seminar Sponsored by the ABA Forum Commit-
tee on the Entertainment and Sports Industries. AELS members were also in 
attendance at the ABA Forum Committee's second annual Communication 
Law Seminar, "The Lawyer and the New Video Marketplace," held ·at the 
N.Y.C. Grand Hyatt, and the practicing Law lnstitute's prestigious three day 
seminar "Counseling Clients in the Entertainment Industry," also held in 
N.Y.C. 
On the entertainment side, March 12th saw the 13th floor become a 
battleground as students and faculty went head-to-head, matching wits and 
humor in the first annual Cardozo "Family Feud." Finally, a full year's efforts 
culminated in the most awesome and outrageous student production ever 
staged at Cardozo, as the AELS produced its fourth annual misical revue en-
titled "Pleading Guilty." The three performance off-broadway run-a techni-
cal extravaganza with a "cast of thousands" further substanciating the 
proposition that-"lawyers just want to have fun!" 
Looking back on a productive and exciting year, the AELS executive board 
would like to thank all those who participated in the organization. We hope 
that the years ahead will find the AELS living up to its legacy. 
Mark Nearenberg, 
President 
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MULTISTATE SPECIALIST 
A unique Multistate program 
designed to suppl_ement your 
general - outline review course 
SPECIAL 30% ABA/LSD DISCOUNT NOW AVAILABLE 
EAST COAST OFFICE 
211 Bainbridge Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19147 
(215) 925-4109 
MUL TISTATE LEGAL STUDIES, INC. 
TOLL FREE 
(800) 523-0777 
WEST COAST OFFICE 
665 San Lorenzo Street 
Santa Monica. CA 90402 
(213) 459-8481 
REFRIGERATOR CORPORATION 
7602 WOODHAVEN BOULEVARD • GLENDALE, N.Y. 11385 
( 212 > 349 - 8240 RC A TELE X : 233592 
CABLE : • ·JACBERG " NEWYOR K 
HUDSON SHIPPIN(, CO .. IN C. 
CUSTOM HOUSE BROKERS • INTERNATIONAL FORWARDERS • 
SPECIALISTS IN CUSTOMS CLEARANCE ANO SHIPPING OF 
WORKS OF ART, ANTIQUES ANO HOUSEHOLD GOODS 
CONSULTANTS 
S. l-'Elllm.\lAS 
PRESIDENT 
90 WEST STREET 
NEW YORK. N . Y. l 0006 
Congratulations 
Myrle Horvitz 
With Love From 
MYRON t TOBY HORVITZ 
MICHAEL, SHERI, DEBBIE 
Congratulations 
To Our Dad 
From 
JOSEPH JUNIOR ~ STEVEN ANTHONY 
INDELICATO 
Oh ... From MOM TOO! 
Congratulations And 
Best Wishes To 
Steven Leeberman 
(.212) 807-0465 
And The 
Class Of '84 
Copy 5¢ 
(Feedable - 8½ X II) 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
A WEEK 
East Side Copy Center 
KODAK EKT APRINT 
HOURS, 
15 EAST 13th ST. MON-FRI: 9 AM - 10 PM 
NEW YORK, NY. l(X'X)3 SAT. SUN: 10 AM - 6 PM 
Congratulations 
To 
Joseph Indelicato, Esq. 
From 
MOM, DAD ~ NELLA 
Compliments of 
Best Wishes 
Our Daughter 
SUSAN 
And The 
Class Of '84 
RUTH + BERNIE BURKHOFF 
Congratulations 
Milton Cahn, J.D. 
MOM+ DAD 
AVRAM, EV A + SHMUEL 
Congratulations 
Sherri Ehrlich 
The Class Of '84 
MOM, DAD 
And 
GRANDMA 
Congratulation 
Best Wishes 
To Our Dear Son 
And Brother 
On His Graduation 
From Law School 
MOM, DAD + 
SHARON 
Best Wishes 
Class Of 1984 
MJ ~ K CO. 
Off1c1al 
011 (,1111pus 
In Honor Of 
Jeffrey Feld 
May You And Margc•r y (011111,uc• T" He• 
A S01irc· c• ('It " N,1chas " T 0 Our ~.111111it.'S 
With Love 
MOM AND DAD FELD 
RENA t JASON, MICHAIL t MARLA SKLAR-KINDEE AND FAMILY 
Our Official 
Photographer 
DELMA STUDIOS 
225 Park Ave South 
New York , New York 
DEAR KENNY, 
I AM SO PROUD OF 
YOU. 
ALL MY LOVE 
ELIZABETH 
CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS OF '84 
THE DIAMOND FAMILY 
JOHN J . D 'ANTON 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
(201) 943-7766 
59!5 BROAD AVENUE 
RIDGEFIELD, NEW JERSEY 07657 
Congratulations 
And Best Wishes! 
ALVIN M. SARNOFF. D. D.S. 
TELEPHONE 
516 938-0656 
2 CHESTNUT DP.IVE 
PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 11803 
JEFFREY BOTWINICK 
OUR SON 
THE LAWYER 
HALLE LA WYER 
HALLE LA WYER 
FROM MOM ~ DAD 
MAZEL TOV 
HAL 
WE ARE All PROUD OF YOU 
THE PERKINS FAMILY 
GOOD LUCK 
To The 
Class Of '84 
GOULD INVESTORS TRUST 
Heartiest Mazel T ov 
Mindy Wachtel 
We Are So Very Proud Of You! 
Our Most Fervent Wishes For A 
Beautiful Life With Fulfillment, Joy 
And Much, Much Happiness 
All Our Love, 
MOM t DAD 
Best Wishes 
MICHELLE FREUDEN BERGER 
Upon Your Graduation, Good Luck In All 
Your Future Endeavors And May You Be 
A Blessing To Your Family 
With Much Love 
MOM, DAD, RONNIE t GRANDMA 
THE HOFSTADTER FAMILY IS EXTREMELY PROUD 
OF THEIR CHILDREN, ALL GRADUATING IN 1984 
FROM THEIR RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS 
DAVID A. HOFSTADTER 
LAW REVIEW 
Benjamin Cardozo School of Law 
Yeshiva University 
SHERRI L. HOFSTADTER 
EDITOR OF YEARBOOK 
Stern College for Women 
Yeshiva University 
JONI M. HOFSTADTER 
EDITOR OF YEARBOOK 
Emek Hebrew Academy Junior High 
North Hollywood, Calif. 
Need we say more? Our cup runneth over! We love you all. 
AGNES AND GENE HOFSTADTER 
GRANDMOTHER ELIZABETH KARMEL 
VAN NUYS. California 
Mazel Tov 
To Our Son 
David Lazaros 
We Are Proud Of You 
RABBI & MRS. H. LAZAROS 
Congratulations To 
Cheryl A. Slavin-Brozinsky 
From 
AL VIN AND ROBERT A SLAVIN 
Our Official Photographer 
DELMA STUDIOS 
225 Park Ave South 
New York, New York 
Good Luck 
Steve Berman 
Good Success 
Best Wishes 
Class Of '84 
Joel Grauer 
(212) 646-1636 
Video/Computer 
Amusement/Serv1r.t_, 
Box 401, Bay Station 
Brooklyn, New York 11235 
To Our Wonderful Son 
Michael 
May All Your Dreams 
Become Reality 
Congratulations 
Lawrence Scott Margolin 
The Class Of 1984 
SHEILAH & MARTIN MARGOLIN, BONNIE & MARK 
CONGRATULATIONS 
M.R g MRS. JIM I. BELMONT 
AND 
SONS 
Sewn l:ast ~ift y Third St.. New York . N.Y. 10022 
FINE CONTEMPORARY FASHIONS 
FOR 
THE PROFESSIONAL WOMAN 
MERCHANDISING OFFICE 
7 EAST 53RD STREET 
NEW YORK. N.Y. 10022 
For Free Catalog Write To, 
Honeybee 
2745 Philmont Ave 
Huntington Valley, PA 
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IN HONOR OF MY SON 
WALTER EDELSTEIN 
Best Wis hes To The 
Entire Class Of 
Congratulations t Best Wishes 
ROBERT STEVEN NA YBERG 
MOM. DAD. AND GRAM 
SANDI AND HOW ARD 
UNIVERSITY PLACE 
GOURMET DELI 
116 University Place 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
PATRONAGE 


~~;,. Congratulations .--ii~ 
Class of 1984 
195 STATE ST.I BOSTON, MA 02109 
(800) 343-9188 
914·.357·6760 
Ramapo Medical Bldg. 
222 Route59 
Suffern. New York 
10901 
Much Success In The Future 
SANDY 
And Her Classmates 
Arlene ~ Ira H. W exner 
Congratulations 
To The 
Class Of 1984 
Fear And Loathing Society 
THE COHENS 
We Congratulate With Pride 
Jeff Rosenblueth 
For All His Accomplishments 
SANDRA g CARL 
ROSENBLUETH 
Congratulations 
(201) 471 -8959 
To Our Son 
G ELLER A SSO C I ATES 
Andrew 
930 CLIFTON AVENUE 
On His BENJAMIN D. GELLER CLIFTON . NEW JERSEY 0 7 013 
Graduation 
MR. ~ MRS. MAURICE 
MEYERS Congratulations 
To Th<'.' 
Class Of 1984 
HOFHEIMER GARTLIR 
GOTTLIEB g GROSS 
Robert A. Koeppel 
KOEPPEL AND KOEPPEL 
Real Estate Investments 
30 East 42nd Street 
N.Y.C. N.Y. 10017 
(212) 687-8980 
Congratulations 
To . 
The Class Of 1984! 



